Boston Prachar Tour ReportMarch 2017
Thank you HH Mata Savinder Hardev ji and Dr. Rai ji for your guidance in arranging this prachar tour.
Recently, we were blessed by several families during Boston prachar tour: Saints Rev. Tushar ji, Rev.
Datta ji, Rev Sunil ji, Rev Sandeep ji and families from Pennsylvania, Albany NY and New Jersey. They
reached metro-Boston area on Thursday late night/Friday in Watertown at Rev Kapil ji/Padmaja ji’s
residence and spent time sharing their SNM experiences.
Most of Saturday afternoon was spent having lunch with saints at Rev Tyagi ji’s house in Brookline,
followed by an open discussion in which Tushar ji and Datta ji shared their thoughts on topics like ‘how
to describe this mission to others’ and ‘dealing with hypocrisy’. Almost 23-25 saints participated in
the open discussion.
Saints described the mission as “A spiritual institution which aims for universal brotherhood and
believes in attaining oneness & harmony. This can be done by loving God and staying connected to
him by first knowing this Nirankar”.
About hypocrisy, saints went on explaining that “pointing out hypocrisy in others in turn means
that at some level you are judging them. If you were to point out bad things in someone, the list
wouldn’t end, but you should rather start looking at their good points.” This discussion resulted in
many new positive perspectives, through which everything around us should be viewed.
Next stop for evening tea and welcome
sangat was at Rev. Kiran ji’s house in
Somerville on Saturday evening. Most of
the metro-Boston saints plus few new
saints joined the congregation and
shared their experiences and thoughts
about the mission and Nirankar. Several
Songs about the glory of God almighty
were sung and the environment turned
very joyful and blissful. Datta ji shared his
vichaar from the stage at the end of this
congregation.
Briefly, some of Datta ji’s
vichaar, “It is not what’s on the outside
but what’s on the inside that determines
a person’s fate. Focussing on the outer
appearance isolates you from this world.
Even science shows us that the energy
which was present at the time of Big
bang is still present and is the same thing
that is in the centre of every atom and
same throughout this universe.”
Furthermore, he stressed that
staying humble leads to a better life,”
Even trees bend down as they starts
bearing fruits and water only flows

downwards to reach its destination. To stay in touch with this God almighty, you need to lead a humble
life. Having an ego will make you turn a blind eye to your own shortcomings and makes you think that
it’s the others who are at fault. Even after attaining God knowledge, it is up to me to use it and
overcome my ego to lead a humble life. I should concentrate on myself and my own shortcomings and
act to improve them. This will happen only through completely surrendering to this Nirankar.”
Saints went to Harish Ji and Savita Ji’s residence in Assonet for overnight stay and the
discussions continued late into Saturday night.
On Sunday, March 12th, the Main Prachaar Sangat was held at the Somerset hall which started

at 12.00pm EST. Boston
SNM branch was blessed
with an overwhelming
number of saints (~50-55)
who joined us for the
congregation.
Almost all saints from
Boston and few families
from adjoining states like
Connecticut also attended
the Sunday congregation
and shared their individual

experiences about spirituality and thoughts
about Nirankar. A great family-like
atmosphere was observed during and after
congregation. Beside speeches, several
Hymns of Her holiness were also sung and the
atmosphere was nothing less than euphoria.
A Publication desk was also set up and saints
participated and exchanged their experience
about SNM literature etc. Inspired by this, we
are now thinking to set up a monthly SNM
display of literature and other materials.
Finally, Rev Tushar ji blessed all of us from the
stage and few of his Vichars shared herein“Life is short and there is insecurity and
instability everywhere, from the atoms to the
rotation of this earth. But, everyone is in
search of stability, which Sadguru has shown
us, lies within Nirankar. The more we are
connected to it, the more we feel stable.
Quoting Mahatma Gandhi “The observer
becomes the observed”, the more we feel
Nirankar’s presence the more we come close
with it.”
“We see distinct things where in the outer world everyone looks at things in their own
perspective and on the other hand, in this mission by Sadguru’s blessing we see saints care for others
before acting, think over every decision whether it will affect others in a bad way. The master wants
us to learn to bow before others, even when you are more powerful than them. This quality of
tolerance, is what Shehenshah ji mentioned in presumably the second Maharashtra Samagam.”
Also, Baba Hardev Singh ji said, “The pain of discipline is better than pain of regret”. Think before
acting, as it is much easier than regretting the action later.”
He ended his vichaar by quoting Raj Mata ji,
“Sukh saare duniya de paade mere jhooli vich
Phir bhi milaae rakhna santa de toli vich”

The congregation ended with great harmony and everyone participating in langar in the company of
other saints.

Boston youth took the lead and contributed heavily in making this prachar tour a great success.

May HH Satguru Mata ji bless all of us for her grace, love and kindness always.

